
When you are newly diagnosed with multiple sclerosis (MS) you may experience a 
wide range of emotions.1

Grief is a common emotion. In fact, grief itself is a journey – there are “stages” of grief 
that are common following a new diagnosis. 

Do any of these feelings resonate with you? These are all components of the stages  
of grief. 

Stages of Grief 
 
Denial:  It is a way for your body to defend yourself, so you don’t become completely overwhelmed 
with grief. It is your body’s way of saying, “Hey, there’s only so much I can handle at once.” You may 
find yourself saying things like “Not me, it can’t be true.”

Anger: Feeling frustrated or angry is a common reaction to a new diagnosis. It is a natural response 
to think, “Why me?” and “Life is not fair!” 

Bargaining:  Have you ever thought to yourself, “What if the doctor is wrong?” or “What if I found 
out about my MS sooner?”  You might falsely make yourself believe that you can avoid the grief 
through a type of negotiation. 

Depression:  You may feel overwhelmed, withdraw from life, or feel numb. It is important to talk to 
your doctor and ask for support and resources to help you. 

Acceptance:  This stage is the turning point. Through acceptance, you may find control. It may also 
be a time of adjustment and readjustment.

These are all “stages” of grief, but there is no one place to begin and people do not 
necessarily go through the stages in order. Everyone’s journey is different.
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The stages of grief do not follow an order – you can go through each stage  
several times.2

As you embark on your journey with MS, it’s important to reflect on what emotions 
you’re feeling. Whether you think you’re experiencing grief or something else,  
being in tune with your feelings is important. 

Use the space below to jot down how you’re feeling in this moment.  
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things will be different.
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This material is intended for general informational purposes only, and it does not constitute medical advice. You should not use the information presented as a means of  
diagnosis or for determining treatment. For diagnosis and treatment options, you are urged to consult your physician.


